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T4 - Portable multigas detector 0054

Servicies
After sale servicies

Ordinary and extraordinary maintenance, installation, staff training, spare parts, calibration and calibration for measuring instruments.

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.  
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Product description
The T4 is a portable multi-gas detector with advanced safety features and a rugged, intuitive design, ideal for harsh environments. It

offers protection against key gas-related hazards including CO, H2S, flammable gases, and oxygen deficiency. With an 18-hour

battery life and a backlit display, it's designed for extended use. An exclusive feature, the TWA Restart, accurately calculates gas

exposure over an entire shift. Approved for high safety standards like Zone 1 ATEX, the device includes auditory, visual, and vibration

alarms. Easy to operate with a single large button, the T4 is drop and water-resistant, ensuring reliability under any conditions.

Product variants and options

2 gas - Flammable

2 gas - CO

3 gas - H2S

3 gas - CO

3 gas - CO (H2 immune)
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4 gas - CO (H2 immune)
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Carbon monoxide (CO)

X
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Carbon monoxide (H2 immune)

X
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Gases and ranges

Range

Resolution

Ossigeno (O2)

0-30% vol.

0,1% vol.

Infiammabile

0-100% LEL

1% LEL

Acido solfidrico (H2S)

0-100 ppm

1 ppm

Monossido di carbonio (CO)

0-1000 ppm

1 ppm

Contact us for information about other possible combinations of gas sensors!
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General Features

Dimensions H:135 mm L:80 mm P:35 mm Weight 282 g

Battery life 18 hour typical runtime, 5.5 hour recharge Data logging 130 hours of data at 10s intervals, max 3,500

Temperature From –20°C to 55°C (from -4°F to 131°F) Approvals ATEX, IECEx, UL, INMETRO, MED

Allarme 95dB, vibration integrated, bright red & blue LED’s Classificazione IP IP65 e IP67

Classificazione IP IP65 e IP67

Models and prices
Model ref. Gas Price VAT escl.

IONCWT4-HOCA-IT-CRD T4 4 GAS4 gas - O2 0-25%, CO, CH4 LEL, H2S 642.00 €
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